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All-electric devices for the generation and filtering of spin currents are of crucial importance for spintronics
experiments and applications. Here we consider a quantum dot with spin-orbit interaction coupled to two
metallic leads. After analyzing, the conditions for having nonvanishing spin currents in an adiabatically driven
two-terminal device, we focus on a dot with two resonant orbitals and we show by specific examples that both
spin filtering and pure spin current generation can be achieved. Finally, we discuss the effect of the Coulomb
interaction.
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A lot of theoretical and experimental effort has been de-
voted in recent years to spintronics, i.e., the design and con-
trol of spin-based electronic devices.1 As a result, it became
possible to inject and filter spin-polarized currents,2 to detect
spin accumulation,3–5 and to produce ferromagnetic spin
valves.6 While an all-electrical control of spin currents would
be clearly advantageous so far most theoretical and experi-
mental designs involve ferromagnetic leads or require the
application of external magnetic fields.
Adiabatic pumping of charge in a cyclically modulated
potential was first proposed by Thouless7 and later studied in
a variety of mesoscopic devices.8–12 More recently, pumping
of spins in nanostructures has been proposed as well, again
with most mechanisms relying on external magnetic or ex-
change fields,13–18 or the presence of ferromagnetic leads.19
Indeed, in one experiment spin pumping in a magnetic field
has been observed.20 On the other hand, as first discussed in
Refs. 16 and 17, it is also possible to pump spin through
quantum wires in the absence of external magnetic fields
provided that spin and orbit are coupled. However, changing
the spin-orbit SO coupling, as proposed in Ref. 16 is a
rather difficult task, while the chaotic cavity investigated in
Ref. 17 remains to a large extent uncontrolled.
In the present paper we show that, in the presence of SO
coupling, resonances associated with avoided level crossings
of a quantum dot can be exploited to pump spin in a con-
trolled way purely by cycling electrical gates. We shall focus
on quantum dots with parameters such that the level spacing
of the dot exceeds the typical width of the levels, . In
this parameter regime individual states act as resonances
with positions and couplings to the external leads tunable by
external gates.21,22 Resonant spin pumping emerges, when
two of the levels lie close to the Fermi energy so that the SO
coupling mixes them. We will show that in the vicinity of
such resonant avoided level crossings the quantum dot can
be used as an all-electric spin battery and pumping cycles
with transmitted spin of order  /2 per cycle can be con-
structed. We also show that it is possible to choose the cycle
parameters such that no charge is transferred through the
quantum dot.
We consider an elastic scatterer coupled to two quasi-one-
dimensional leads. In the left lead, far from the scattering
region we can define longitudinal charge and spin current
operators, JL
0 and JL
i
, as
JL
z,t = −
i
2m dxdyL†	zL − H.c. , 1
where 	0 is the unit matrix while 	 with =1,2 ,3 denote
the usual Pauli matrices. The spinor field Lx ,y ,z , t de-
stroys an electron in the left lead and z denotes the partial
derivative with respect to the coordinate along the wire.
At low temperatures, we can use the approach of
Brower,9,17 to express the spin SL and charge QL pumped
into the left lead within an adiabatic cycle as
QL = −
e
2
0
T
ImTrL  	0dSdt S†	dt , 2a
SL = −

2
0
T
ImTrL  	 dSdt S†	dt . 2b
Here S=SEF , t is the instantaneous scattering matrix at the
Fermi energy and L stands for the projector onto the left
channel.
Following a strategy similar to Avron et al.,10 we decom-
pose the scattering matrix to identify physical processes
which contribute to spin and charge pumping. The presence
of time-reversal symmetry implies that, in an appropriate ba-
sis, the scattering matrix is self-dual,23 i.e., S=	yST	y, and,
for a quantum dot connecting two one-mode leads, S can be
decomposed as
S = U0UTU†U0, 3
where the matrices U, U0, and T are defined as follows:
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U0 = 
eiL 00 eiR  	0, U = 
UL 00 UR ,
T = 
− 1 − T0 T0T0 1 − T0  	0. 4
The constant T0 denotes the transmission coefficient of the
dot and UL,R are two-dimensional unitary matrices.
Substituting Eqs. 3 and 4 into Eqs. 2a and 2b we
obtain
QL =
e
2
0
T
1 − T0˙ R − ˙ Ldt , 5a
SL =
i
2
0
T
T0TrUL†	ULUL†UL − UR†URdt . 5b
In Eq. 5a we dropped a term e /2
˙ R+˙ Ldt, repre-
senting the charge accumulated on the scatterer, which van-
ishes over a complete cycle. The first term in Eq. 5a is
finite even for T0=0. This limit corresponds to peristaltic
pumping, whereby a charge is first moved from the left lead
to the dot while the right contact is kept closed and subse-
quently from the dot to the right lead with the left contact
kept closed.
Interestingly, the pumped spin given by Eq. 5b is pro-
portional to T0. Therefore peristaltic spin pumping is not
possible in the presence of time-reversal symmetry. Also,
while over a full cycle the charge is conserved, QL+QR=0,
the spin is, in general, not conserved: in particular if
UL ,UR0 we have SR+SL0. This is not surprising since
spin-orbit coupling—ultimately responsible for the spin
pumping—allows for the transfer of angular momentum to
the underlying lattice. We remark that the pumped spin in
Eq. 5b transforms as a vector under spin rotations in the
left lead while it is invariant under spin rotation in the right
lead, as it was also clear from the definition in Eq. 1.
To calculate explicitly the charge and spin transferred
through a dot in the vicinity of an avoided level crossing, let
us now introduce a noninteracting model to describe a dot
with two orbital levels, n	 n=1,2 ,	= as shown in Fig.
1. In the presence of SO coupling the isolated dot is de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian Hd=dn	
† H
n	,n	
d dn	 with the
operators dn	
† creating an electron in state n	 and the 4
4 matrix Hd given by
Hd = 
 1	0 − i · 	i · 	 2	0  . 6
Here n indicate the energies of the dot orbital states mea-
sured from the Fermi energy and the real vector  is the SO
field. Choosing the spin quantization axis parallel to  , we
can express the full Hamiltonian as H=	H	 with
H	 = 
n
ndn	
† dn	 + is	d1	d2	
†
− H.c.
+ 
n,,
vn
c	
† dn	 + H.c. + 
,
c	
† c	 7
and with s	=1 for spin parallel/antiparallel to  and 
=  . Here c	
† creates a conduction electron of energy  and
spin 	 in lead . In the following, we shall assume that while
the levels n and the tunneling amplitudes vn
 can be tuned
via gate voltages,  remains approximately constant over a
pumping cycle. Choosing  as a quantization axis we can
write the scattering matrix in spin-diagonal form, S
=eiL+RS↑S↓, with S	 parametrized using =L−R as
S	 = 
− ei1 − T0 eis	T0
e−is	T0 e−i1 − T0
 . 8
Obviously, the phase  is related to charge pumping while
the phase  determines the amount of spin pumped into the
leads. If we only modify two external parameters, r1 and r2,
during a cycle, we can use Stokes theorem to recast the
pumped charge and spin as
QL = −
e
2
  d2rBcr1r2, 9
SL = ˆ

4
  d2rBsr1r2, 10
where the charge and spin Brouwer’s fields are defined as
Bc
r1r2 =r1T0r2−r2T0r1 and Bs
r1r2 =r1T0r2−r2T0r1,
respectively, and ˆ= /.
To calculate the pumped charge and spin via Eqs. 9 and
10, we need to relate the transmission T0 and the angles 
and  to the pumping parameters, which are typically either
the tunnel couplings or the positions of the dot levels,
appearing in the Hamiltonian H. This can be done most
easily by expressing S in terms of the Green’s function Gd of
the dot24,25 S	=−2
in,nvnvn
G
n,n	
d F,
Gd
nn,	
−1
=nn− H	dnn+ i
vnvn

, where  is the
density of states in lead  at the Fermi energy. From these
equations we can obtain T0, , and  in terms of the bare
parameters of the dot. Introducing w=v1Lv2R−v2Lv1R we can
express  and  as follows:
tan =
w
1v2Lv2R + 2v1Lv1R
, 11
εF
JsL
JcL
v1L
v2L v2R
v1R
αso
ε1
ε2
FIG. 1. Level structure of the quantum dot. Due to the spin orbit
field,  so, pumping leads to charge and spin current.
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tan = 

1v2L
2
− v2R
2  + 2v1L
2
− v1R
2 
12 − 
2 + 
22w2
. 12
Clearly, both levels are involved in spin pumping: if one of
the levels is decoupled from the leads then w=0 and only
charge pumping is possible. Coupling the first and second
level to the two leads with equal amplitudes also leads to a
vanishing of the spin current.
In the following we analyze two kinds of cycles, “orbital
energy cycles” and “tunnel coupling cycles,” where, respec-
tively, only the orbital energies of the levels are varied or
also the tunnel coupling to the leads. Spin filtering and pure
spin pumping can be achieved in both cycles.
For orbital energy cycles the relevant components of the
Brouwer’s fields are Bs
1,2 and Bc
1,2
. For weak SO coupling
these components have a dipolar structure in the plane
1 ,2, as shown in the upper panels of Fig. 2. As for the
single-level dot, studied in Ref. 26, the maxima of the charge
field correspond to points of resonant transmission. The reso-
nances of the spin field are instead located along the line
1
r +2
r
=0 where the renormalized energies, 1r and 2r , are
defined as 1r =1v2Lv2R /w and 2r =2v1Lv1R /w. As we will
show, the structure of the fields and the amount of pumped
charge and spin depend very sensitively on the ratio between
tunneling amplitudes and SO coupling. To start with, let us
consider the special case of a symmetric dot with a symmet-
ric and an antisymmetric orbital. In this case the Hamiltonian
commutes with the operator 
 P, where  and P de-
note the spin inversion and parity operators, and the tunnel-
ing amplitudes satisfy the following relations: v1L=v1R=v1
and v2L=−v2R=v2. In this symmetrical situation, a variation
in the level energies, 1 and 2, generates a pure spin current
independently of the details of the cycle. In fact, as already
noted by Aleiner et al.,27 parity imposes additional con-
straints on the scattering matrix that along with time-reversal
symmetry lead to the vanishing of Brouwer’s charge field. In
Fig. 2 lower left panel we plot the total spin pumped
through a symmetric dot with v1=v2= / 2
 for a trian-
gular pumping cycle around the infinite area, 1−2 1
+2 and 0 1+2. As one can see, the pumped spin
depends nonmonotonously on the ratio  /, the maximum
occurring at  /=1. In the lower right panel of Fig. 2 we
show a more realistic situation: We plot the spin and charge
pumped through a nonsymmetric dot in a triangular cycle
bounded by the lines, 1−2 1+2 and 0 1+2
10. In this case both the pumped charge and spin are
nonvanishing and depend nonmonotonously on the SO cou-
pling.
In the experiments it may be difficult to vary indepen-
dently the energies of the two levels. For this reason we now
consider pumping cycles where only the tunneling rates to
the left lead and the offset of the two levels with respect to
the Fermi energy in the leads are varied. Specifically, we
express the tunneling amplitudes as follows, vkM
=ckMM / 2
 with k 1,2 and M L ,R and we as-
sume that only L can be varied using some external gate.
The factors ckM, describing the overlap between the kth dot’s
level and the scattering states in lead M, are assumed to be
constant during the cycle. In Fig. 3 left panel we plot Brou-
wer’s spin field Bs
L,1+2
. In this case, again, Brouwer’s
charge field is nonvanishing, however, with an appropriate
tuning of the cycle shape, we can have pure spin currents.
This is shown in Fig. 3 right panel where we plot the total
charge and spin pumped for a rectangular cycle, L /
 0,5 and 1+2 / 0,x as a function of x.
To observe resonant spin pumping, the width of the two
levels involved needs to be smaller or in the range of the
level spacing. In this regime interaction effects, neglected so
far, become important, and they lead to a Coulomb blockade
if all levels are far away from the resonances, and to the
formation of a mixed valence state close to resonance. How-
ever, in all cases, the ground state of the dot is a Fermi
liquid, and therefore low-temperature spin pumping can be
described in terms of a scattering matrix, just as for the non-
interacting system.28–30 The only difference is that the pa-
rameters of this scattering matrix depend in a very nontrivial
way on the bare model parameters. Determining the precise
functional dependence of the scattering matrix on the gate
voltages and the level positions is a cumbersome task beyond
the scope of the present paper. The qualitative structure of
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FIG. 2. Color online Upper Panels: Brouwer’s charge and spin
field, Bc
1,2 and Bs
1,2
, in the 1−2 , 1+2 plane for v2L=
−v1R=2v2R=1.25v1L= / 2
,  /=0.25. Lower Panels:
pumped spin through a symmetric dot left and pumped spin and
charge through a nonsymmetric dot right as a function of the SO
coupling  for a triangular cycle: 1+2 0,10 and 1−2
 −1+2 ,1+2. In the symmetric dot case the tunnel cou-
plings are v2L=−v1R=v2R=v1L= / 2
 while in the nonsym-
metric dot case they are the same as those of the upper panel.
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FIG. 3. Color online Left Panel: Brouwer’s spin field
Bs
L,1+2 in the L , 1+2-plane for kM =ckM
2 M with k=1,2
and M =L ,R, c1L=c2L=0.8, c1R=0.7, and c2R=0.6. The two levels
are assumed degenerate, 1−2=0, and the coupling to the right
lead is R /=3. Right Panel: pumped spin and charge for a rect-
angular cycle L / 0,5 and 1+2 / 0,x as a function of
x.
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the “phase diagram” and the spin pumping field is sketched
in Fig. 4 for a dot with large Coulomb interaction. While the
Coulomb interaction suppresses double occupancy for
1 ,20, its effects are expected to be not crucial in the
regime, 1 ,20, where the levels are only partially occu-
pied. There noninteracting theory is expected to work rea-
sonably well and the resonant spin pumping discussed here
should be observable. Note that all the results presented so
far and shown in Figs. 2 and 3 concern cycles performed in
the “weakly interacting region,” 1 ,20.
The situation discussed so far is somewhat ideal. Besides
Coulomb interaction several issues need to be carefully ana-
lyzed in the experimental implementation of a resonant spin
pump. First, in order to preserve spin coherence, pumping
has to be faster than spin relaxation in the dot, along with
adiabaticity, which requires the pumping period to be longer
than the electrons’ dwell time, d 1 / in our case, this
condition leads to rather strict constraints on the pumping
frequency, namely, so1 /d. The latter inequality es-
sentially sets a limit on the maximum amount of spin and
charge pumped in a cycle. Moreover, since the structure of
the Brouwer’s fields is essentially determined by the spin-
orbit coupling , for our protocols to work the pumping pa-
rameters need to be controlled on a scale on the order of .
Eventually, in order to have accurate pumping, the device
should be kept at low temperatures such that kBT1 /d.
Good candidates for the implementations of our scheme are
thus quantum dots with a sizable spin-orbit coupling to have
a robust pumping and a low spin-relaxation rate. At low tem-
peratures, in most dots spin relaxation is mainly due to hy-
perfine coupling31 but this mechanism can be quenched
through an appropriate choice of the material. Spin-
relaxation times on the order of tens of nanoseconds32 were
obtained in p-doped quantum dots but even hole spin relax-
ation times on the order of 1 ms have been reported in case
of well-isolated p-type quantum dots.33 On the other hand,
pumping with a period of 100 ps can be already considered
adiabatic in a dot with an escape rate of the order of 0.5 meV.
In this case, at a temperature of 100 mK, currents on the
order of 50–100 pA are achievable with a spin-orbit coupling
on the order of the escape rate.
In conclusion, we have studied spin and charge pumping
in a quantum dot with spin-orbit interaction coupled to two
metallic leads. Using Brouwer’s scattering approach to
pumping, we first analyzed the general restrictions imposed
by time-reversal symmetry on the pumped current. We then
focused on the case of a dot with two resonant levels and
showed that a spin on the order of  /2 can be pumped in a
cycle. Due to the very simple structure of Brouwer’s fields,
our pumping scheme is ideally accurate and robust respect to
small variations in the cycle shape. Finally we discussed the
effect of Coulomb interaction, which should introduce only
inessential corrections in the regime of partial dot occupa-
tion.
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FIG. 4. Color online Sketch of the effect of interactions. In the
regime 1 ,20, where the dot occupancy is small the noninteract-
ing theory applies.
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